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Abstract—This correspondence investigates the joint covert
and secure communication problem in the non-orthogonal mul-
tiple access (NOMA) network with internal eavesdropping. The
strong user of the NOMA network wiretaps the signals of the
weak user while an external warden monitors the communi-
cation behaviors of the strong user. To deal with the issue, a
random artificial noise (AN) based beamforming transmission
strategy is proposed. Specifically, the transmitter sends the AN
information with beamforming and the random power when
communicating. It not only reduces the eavesdropping rate of
the strong user but also confuses the warden efficiently. We
consider the worst case, where the warden can minimize its
detection error probability (DEP) by optimizing the decision
threshold. Following the proposed principle, we characterize
the closed-form expressions of the average minimum DEP of
the warden, the connection outage probabilities of the NOMA
users and the secrecy outage probability of the weak user. An
effective covert rate maximization problem is formulated, subject
to the covertness, reliability and secrecy constraints, which is
solved by the 1D search algorithm. Numerical results validate
the superiority of the proposed strategy.

Index Terms—NOMA, internal eavesdropping, covert commu-
nications.

I. INTRODUCTION

The ubiquitous personalized services need to be processed
in parallel for the six-generation (6G) wireless networks,
which imposes a heavy burden on the finite spectrum resources
[1]. Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) has been a
promising technology attributed to its higher spectral effi-
ciency [2], and its capability for supporting multiple services
by the signal superposition and the successive interference
cancellation (SIC) [3]. Owing to the sharing of the mediums,
the NOMA networks suffer great challenges in terms of the
information security [4].

One of the challenges is the information leakage, i.e.,
the eavesdropping attacks [5]. The researchers proposed the
physical layer security (PLS) technology to overcome the
issue. The authors in [6] arranged a friendly jammer emitting
the jamming signals in the NOMA network, which degraded
the eavesdropping rate of malicious users. A beamforming
and power allocation scheme was proposed to enhance the
secrecy sum rate of the NOMA users in [7]. Because of the
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heterogeneity of the terminals, there may be eavesdroppers
insides the NOMA networks, which are the communication
terminals while attempting to overhear the signals from other
users. To mitigate the drawback, a precoding strategy was
considered in [8] to ensure a positive secrecy rate of the
internal user. The authors in [9] proposed a beamforming-aided
power allocation scheme to combat the internal and external
overhearing.

Another challenge is the covertness issue. For some adver-
saries, they are more interested in the communication itself
than the transmitted information. For instance, in unmanned
aerial systems, once detecting communications successfully,
adversaries can disrupt the mission execution by sending the
interference. Covert communications, aiming at keeping the
transmissions from detecting, was proposed to remedy the gap.
The authors in [10] investigated the channel uncertainty-based
covert transmission scheme in the uplink NOMA network,
which increased the detection error probability (DEP) of
the adversary. In order to confuse the adversary, the sender
transmitted the signals using the random transmit power, which
enhanced the covert rate of the NOMA user [11]. Even more
dangerously, the networks sometimes suffer from both security
attacks at the same time. [12] considered the joint secure and
covert transmissions in the finite blocklength. A jamming-
based covert communication scheme was investigated in the
networks with an untrusted relay in [13]. The authors in [14]
proposed a power allocation-based transmission scheme to
tackle the untrusted user and the warden.

Nevertheless, joint internal eavesdropping and external
surveillance has not been explored in the NOMA networks.
Inspired by this, this paper considers the joint covert and
secure communication design in a two-user NOMA network,
for the first time. In the network, each user faces a security
threat. The strong user (SU), which has a better channel
condition between the two users, attempts to overhear the
signal of the weak user (WU). There is an external warden
which monitors the interaction between the transmitter and the
SU using a radiometer. To mitigate the threats, we propose a
random artificial noise (AN) based beamforming strategy. The
transmitter emits the AN signal with the beamforming and
the random power, when transmitting the useful information.
In terms of the security, the eavesdropping rate of the SU is
reduced. In terms of the covertness, the signals of the AN
and the WU provide shelter for the covert signal, keeping the
warden from detecting correctly. We consider the worst case,
where warden can minimize its DEP by adjusting the decision
threshold for each observation. The close-form expressions of
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average minimum DEP (MDEP), connect outage probabilities
and secrecy outage outage probability are derived in this paper.
An effective covert rate optimization problem is designed,
subject to the reliability, secrecy and covertness constraints,
which can be solved by the 1D search algorithm. Numerical
results are preened to demonstrate that the proposed strategy
outperforms the benchmark schemes.
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Fig. 1. System model.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. System Description

We investigate in this paper a downlink NOMA network, as
depicted in Fig. 1. A base station, termed as Source, transmits
the secure signal xB and the covert signal xR to Bob and
Roy, respectively. With the NOMA protocol, the signal of the
WU is allocated more power and is firstly decoded, so the
SU is a potential internal eavesdropper. In the network, we
assume Roy is the SU overhearing xB . Meanwhile, there is an
external malicious user, Willie, who wants to detect whether
Source emits the signal to Roy. If detected, Roy will face
security risks, such as attack on purpose. Source shares the
secret codewords with Bob and Roy, but Willie has no access
to these information.

Source and other users, working in the half-duplex mode,
are equipped with AS antennas and one antenna, respective-
ly. Assuming that all channels experience i.d. flat Rayleigh
fading. Specifically, the channel gains between Source and
Bob, Roy and Willie can be hSX ∼ CN (0, λSXIAS

), where
X ∈ {B,R,W}. Source has perfect knowledge of the channel
state information (CSI) of Bob and Roy, in accordance with the
downlink channel estimation and feedback. Only the statistical
CSI of Willie is available to Source, since the external user
Willie will not provide feedback.

B. Random AN Based Beamforming Transmission Strategy

In the network, there are the security risk for Bob and the
covertness risk for Roy, so Source performs the precoding
design. Under the accustomed NOMA protocol, Roy has to
decode the signal of Bob firstly for the SIC, which will po-
tentially cause the information leakage. To avoid this, Source
employs the maximum ratio transmission (MRT) beamforming
to enhance the channel condition of Bob. The signal of
Roy will be allocated more power and decoded firstly. The
beamforming vector is calculated as w1 =

hH
SB

∥hSB∥ . Source
simultaneously emits the AN to protect the signals of the

NOMA users. If the received AN power is too large, the
legitimate transmissions will also be limited. Source first
preprocesses hSR, splitting it into two parts, i.e., hSR =
hSR + ĥSR [15]. ĥSR ∼ CN (0, ϕλSRIAS

) and 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 1
is the power allocation factor. To degrade the interference of
the AN on the users, Source then precodes the AN signal
and the precoding matrix WAN satisfies hH

SBWAN = 0,
hH
SRWAN = 0 and the rank of WAN is AS −1. As such, Roy

will receive the controllable part ϕ AN power, which reduces
the eavesdropping channel of Roy. At the same time, the AN
can also confuse Willie. But it is easily identifiable by means
of multiple observations if the power of the AN signal stays
constant. To create the uncertainty at Willie, Source transmits
the AN signal using random power PJ following a uniform
distribution U [0, Pmax

J ], where Pmax
J is the maximum AN

power. The received power at Willie will be changing from
slot to slot. Willie needs to see if Source communicates with
Roy after each observation. As such, the AN signal keeps xB

from eavesdropping, while the signals of AN and Bob protect
the communications between Source and Roy.

The superimposed signal transmitted at Source can be
denoted by xs[i] =

√
a1PSxB[i] +

√
a2PSxR[i], where PS

is the transmit power of useful signals. a1 and a2, satisfying
a1 + a2 = 1, are the power allocation coefficients at Source.
xR is allocated more power, which means that 0 < a1 < 0.5.
i = 1, 2, ..., N is the index of the channel use. The received
signals at the terminals can be denoted by

yX [i] = hSXw1xs[i] +
PJ

AS − 1
hSXWANv[i] + nX [i], (1)

where v is the AN signal, a (AS−1)×1 Gaussian vector with
0 mean and unit covariance matrix. nX ∼ CN (0, N0) is the
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at X, X ∈ {B,R,W}.
N0 is the noise power at the terminals. In the network, perfect
SIC is assumed. Bob first decodes xR and then decodes xB

after eliminating xR. The signal to interference plus noise ratio
(SINR) for decoding xR and the signal to noise ratio (SNR)
for decoding xB can be calculated as

SINRB→R =
|hSBw1|2a2PS

|hSBw1|2a1PS +N0
, (2)

and

SINRB =


|hSBw1|2a1PS

N0
, SINRB→R > γR

0, otherwise.
(3)

respectively. γR = 2RR − 1 and RR is the predefined target
rate of Roy. Roy first decodes xR and then eavesdrops xB

after removing xR. The SINR decoding xR and the SNR
overhearing xB can be written as

SINRR =
|hSRw1|2a2PS

|hSRw1|2a1PS + PJ

AS−1∥ĥSRWAN∥2 +N0

, (4)

and
SINRR→B =

|hSRw1|2a1PS

PJ

AS−1∥ĥSRWAN∥2 +N0

, (5)

respectively. Based on those, we can acquire the channel
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capacities of Bob and Roy as CB = log2(1 + SINRB) and
CR = log2 (1 + SINRR). The eavesdropping rate at Roy can
be written as CE = log2(1 + SINRR→B). To ensure the
reliable transmission of Bob, SINRB→R ≥ γR should be
satisfied, so we can acquire

a1 ≤ a†1 =
|hSBw1|2PS − γRN0

|hSBw1|2PS(1 + γR)
. (6)

Source transmits the covert signal xR with the prior probability
ρ within one slot. At the same time, the secure signal and
the AN signal are always emitted in each slot. Due to the
randomness of PJ , Willie is not aware of whether the received
signal is the covert signal or the AN. He needs to judge the
communication behaviors of Source by its own observations.
We in the following detail the detection strategy of Willie.

III. DETECTION STATEGY AT WILLIE

Based on the described surveillance strategy, Willie makes
a judgment on the received signals for each slot. A binary
hypothesis testing model is utilized here. The null hypothesis
H0 represents xR is not sent by Source, while the alternative
hypothesis H1 means Source emits xR to Bob. Under H1, the
corresponding system model is shown as in (1). Under H0,
the received signal at Willie can be written as

yW [i] = hSW w1

√
a1PSxB[i]+

PJ

AS − 1
hSW WANv[i]+nW [i].

(7)
Where Willie is not aware of the actual value of PS but only
statistical properties of PJ . In line with the Neyman-Pearson
criterion [13], the optimal detector is the radiometer at Willie,
and the detection strategy is given by

PW =
1

N

N∑
i=1

|yW [i]|2
D1
≷
D0

τ, (8)

where the detection statistics PW is the average power over all
channel use within each slot. N is the blocklength. τ is the
detection threshold of the detector. D0 and D1 denotes the
two decisions by Willie in favor of H0 and H1 respectively.
We in this paper consider the infinite blocklength regime, i.e.,
N → ∞. PW can be calculated as

PW =


a1t1PS +

t2PJ

AS − 1
+N0, H0

t1PS +
t2PJ

AS − 1
+N0. H1

(9)

Where t1 = |hSW w1|2 and t2 = ∥hSW WAN∥2. After
receiving the signals, Willie needs to judge whether Source has
emitted xR to Roy. Willie is only conscious of the statistical
property of PJ and PJ is time-varying, so he may make a
wrong decision. A false alarm (FA) indicates that a decision
for xR being transmitted to Roy is made when H0 is true,
and a miss detection (MD) indicates that a decision for xR not
being sent to Roy is made when H1 is true. We denote the
probabilities of the FA and MD by PFA and PMD, respectively.
Their close-form expressions are acquired in Theorem 1.

Theorem 1: The false alarm probability and the miss detec-
tion probability can be respectively given by

PFA =


1, τ ≤ τ1

1− (AS − 1)(τ − τ1)

t2Pmax
J

, τ1 < τ ≤ τ2

0, τ > τ2

(10)

and

PMD =


0, τ ≤ τ3

(AS − 1)(τ − τ3)

t2Pmax
J

, τ3 < τ ≤ τ4

1, τ > τ4

(11)

where τ1 = t1a1PS + N0, τ2 = τ1 + t2P
max
J /(AS − 1),

τ3 = t1PS +N0 and τ4 = τ3 + t2P
max
J /(AS − 1).

Proof: In the light of the detection strategy (8), PFA
and MMD can be computed by PFA = Pr (D1|H0) =
Pr (t1a1PS +N0 + t2PJ/(AS − 1) ≥ τ) and MMD =
Pr (D0|H1) = Pr (t1PS +N0 + t2PJ/(AS − 1) < τ),
respectively. The p.d.f. of PS is U [0, Pmax

J ]. After some
derivation, their closed-form expressions are formulated and
the Theorem 1 is proved.
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Fig. 2. Detection error probability v.s. decision threshold.
Assuming that Source transmits the covert signal xR with

the prior probability 0.5, i.e., ρ = Pr(H0) = Pr(H1) = 0.5. In
this case, the DEP of Willie can be defined as Ξ = PFA+PMD
[13]. To detect the communication successfully, Willie needs
to minimize the DEP by optimizing the decision threshold τ .
The optimal detector is shown in the following Theorem 2.

Theorem 2: The optimal decision threshold τ∗ is given by

τ∗ ∈

{
[τ2, τ3], τ2 ≤ τ3

[τ3, τ2], τ2 > τ3.
(12)

and the corresponding MDEP can be written as

Ξ∗ =


0, τ2 ≤ τ3

1− a2t1PS(AS − 1)

t2Pmax
J

, τ2 > τ3.
(13)

Proof: Willie designs the optimal detector by formu-
lating the optimization problem minτ Ξ = PFA + PMD.
By calculating, Ξ is a piecewise function w.r.t. τ and the
segmentation points are respectively τ1, τ2, τ3 and τ4, sat-
isfying τ1 < τ2(τ3) < τ4. Owing to the randomness of
PJ , the relationship between τ2 and τ3 is not fixed. We
have a categorised discussion under case1 : τ2 ≤ τ3 and
case2 : τ2 > τ3, shown in Fig. 2. With some straightforward
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Π = Π1 ×

{
1− (AS − 1)a2PS

(AS − 2)Pmax
J

(
1−

(
1 +

Pmax
J

(AS − 1)a2PS

)2−AS
)

+

(
1 +

Pmax
J

(AS − 1)a2PS

)1−AS
}
. (14)

ΠB = 1− θ

{
exp

(
− N0γB
λSBa1PS

− N0γR
λSBPS(a2 − a1γR)

)AS−1∑
k=0

1

k!

(
N0γB

λSBa1PS

)k AS−1∑
k=0

1

k!

(
N0γR

λSBPS(a2 − a1γR)

)k
}
. (18)

algebraic manipulations, the Theorem 2 is proved.

IV. JOINT SECURE AND COVERT NOMA
COMMUNICATIONS

In this section, we analyze the joint secure and covert
NOMA transmission scheme from the perspective of the
terminals.

A. Average MDEP

Source has access to the statistical CSI of Willie only, so
we derive the expected value of Ξ∗ over all realizations of
hSW as the covertness indicator, show in the Theorem 3.

Theorem 3: The average MDEP Π of the radiometer
at Willie can be given in (14), where Π1 = 1 −(
1 +

Pmax
J

(AS−1)a2PS

)1−AS

.
Proof: According to 13, Π can be computed by

Π = Pr(τ2 > τ3)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Π1

E (Ξ∗|τ2 > τ3)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Π2

+Pr(τ2 ≤ τ3)× 0. (15)

Π1 = Pr
(
t1 <

t2P
max
J

a2PS(AS − 1)

)
=

∫ ∞

0

∫ Pmax
J y

a2PS(AS−1)

0

ft1(x)ft2(y)dxdy. (16)

Π2 = 1− E
{
a2t1PS(AS − 1)

t2Pmax
J

| τ2 > τ3

}
= 1−

∫ ∞

0

∫ Pmax
J y

a2PS(AS−1)

0

a2PS(AS − 1)x

Pmax
J y

ft1(x)ft2(y)dxdy,

(17)

where ft1(x) and ft2(y) are the p.d.f.s of t1 and t2, re-
spectively. Because hSW is independent of hSB , t1 and t2
follow the exponential distribution exp( 1

λSW
) and the Gamma

distribution Gamma(AS − 1, λSW ), respectively. Substituting
their p.d.f.s into (16) and (17), Theorem 3 is proved after some
mathematical derivation.

B. Connection and Secrecy Outage Probabilities

Source aims to successfully transmit the covert signal xR

and the secure signal xB to Roy and Bob, respectively. We
preset the target rates of Bob and Roy and the target secrecy
rate of Bob to RB , RR and RS , respectively. When the
channel capacities are less than the target rates, the network
will experience a connection outage. When the eavesdropping
rate at Roy is greater than the rate redundancy (RB − RS),
Bob will experience a secrecy outage [4]. Following, we detail
the COPs and the SOP.

Theorem 4: The COPs of Bob and Roy can be given in (18)
and (19), respectively.

ΠR = 1− θ ×

{
( 1ϕ )

2−AS −m2−AS
3

m1Pmax
J (AS − 2)ϕAS−1

exp

(
− m2

λSR

)}
,

(19)
where m1 = γR

(AS−1)PS(a2−a1γR) , m2 = N0γR

PS(a2−a1γR) , m3 =
1
ϕ+m1P

max
J , γR = 2RR−1 and γB = 2RB−1. θ = 1, if a1 <

1/(1+γR); otherwise θ = 0, which means the communication
is suspended.

Theorem 5: The SOP of Bob can be given by

ΠS =

{(
1

ϕ

)2−AS

−
(
1

ϕ
+

Pmax
J γS

a1PS(AS − 1)

)2−AS
}

× a1PS(AS − 1)

γS(AS − 2)Pmax
J ϕAS−1

exp

(
− N0γS
λSRa1PS

)
× (1−ΠR), (20)

where γS = 2RB−RS − 1.
Proof: ΠB , ΠR and ΠS can be calculated by ΠB = 1−

Pr(SINRB→R > γR)Pr(SINRB > γB), ΠR = Pr(SINRR <
γR) and ΠS = Pr(SINRR > γR)Pr(SINRR→B > γS), re-
spectively. Through some mathematical derivation, Theorem 4
and Theorem 5 can be proved.

C. Optimal Transmission Strategy

Source needs to protect xB from eavesdropping while
avoiding xR being detected successfully. By optimizing a1, we
in this subsection maximize the effective covert rate of Roy,
defined as (1−ΠR)RR, subject to the covertness requirement
of Roy and the reliability and secrecy constraints of Bob.
Similar to [13], xR can be covertly transmitted to Roy when,
for a sufficiently small ε > 0, Π ≥ 1 − ε is satisfied. The
optimization problem can be formulated as

max
a1

(1−ΠR)RR (21a)

s.t. Π ≥ 1− ε, (21b)

ΠB ≤ πB , (21c)

ΠS ≤ πS , (21d)
0 < a1 < 0.5, a1 + a2 = 1 and (6). (21e)

,where πB and πS are the maximum tolerable outage and
secrecy outage probabilities at Bob. (21b) is the covertness
demand of Roy. (21c) and (21d) are the reliability and secrecy
demands of Bob, respectively. (21e) is the boundary constraint
of a1. Numerically, we can verify that ΠR and Π are two
monotonically increasing functions w.r.t. a1. To maximize
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(1 − ΠR)RR, a1 should be as small as possible. From
(21c), we can acquire a1 ≥ a‡1, where a‡1 is the solution of
Π(a1) = 1−ε. From (18) and (20), it is found that ΠB and ΠS

are not the monotonic functions w.r.t. a1. We can acquire the
optimal value a1∗ satisfying (21c) and (21d), by using the 1D
numerical search algorithm over the interval [a‡1,min(a†1, 0.5)].
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V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, numerical results are presented to study the
proposed strategy. Some system parameters are set as follows:
AS = 5, ϕ = 0.1, N0 = −10 dB, PS = 7 dB, Pmax

J = 13 dB,
πB = πS = ε = 0.15, RR = RB = 1 bps/Hz and RS = 0.5
bps/Hz.

Fig. 3 demonstrates the relationships between Π, ΠB , ΠS ,
and ΠR and a1. We can find that Π and ΠR are the mono-
tonically increasing functions. The larger a1, the smaller the
power allocated to xC and the larger the COP of Roy and
the DEP of Willie. As a1 increases, ΠS first increases and
then decreases, which means that Roy can decode xC and
xB . And then, the power allocated to xC gets smaller, which
causes the decoding errors of Roy and the decreasing ΠS . ΠB

first decreases and then increases with a1. When a1 is close
to 0.5, Bob cannot decode xc for the SIC, which enlarges ΠB .
Also, Fig. 3 verifies that the optimization problem (21) can be
solved by a 1D numerical search.

Fig. 3 compares the covertness and security of our proposed
strategy and three benchmark schemes, NOMA without AN,
OMA with AN and OMA without AN. The used metrics are
respectively the achievable effective covert rate (ACR) and the
achievable secrecy rate (ASR), defined as Π(1−ΠR)RR and
(1−ΠB)(1−ΠS)RS . It is observed that our proposed strategy
outperforms the benchmark schemes in terms of the ACR and
the ASR. Without the NOMA, the decoding SINRs will be

reduced. Without the AN, the warden and eavesdropper are
more likely to detect and overhear.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated the joint covert and secure
transmission problem in the NOMA network against the inter-
nal eavesdropping and the external detecting. The transmitter
sent the AN signal with random power when communicating.
To reduce the impact on the NOMA, a beamforming strategy
was performed at the transmission. The eavesdropping rate
of the internal SU was degraded while the external warden
could not successfully monitor. The warden minimized its DEP
by optimizing the decision threshold of the radiometer. The
transmitter had no specific CSI of the warden, so the average
MDEP was characterized over all realizations of the channel.
The closed-form expressions of the COP of the NOMA users
and the SOP of the WU were derived. Following the paradigm,
we formulated an effective covert rate maximization problem,
under the constraints of the covertness of the SU and the
security and reliability of the WU, which could be solved by
a 1D numerical search. Finally, simulation results validated
the proposed paradigm had higher security and reliability, as
compared with the benchmark schemes.
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